Social software that’s ready for business

IBM Lotus Connections
To create a sustainable competitive

Highlights

advantage in the face of relentless
change and intense competition,

■ Empowers people and teams
to create dynamic networks to

■ Helps drive innovation so
you can grow revenue

work together, more effectively
■ Delivers powerful social
■ Helps remove the barriers
between people and information

software capabilities in an
integrated platform, from
a single source

leading companies are focusing on
innovation. The reason is simple: innovative companies typically grow more
quickly than their competitors.* The
challenge is to harness and act on the
best ideas from employees, partners
and even customers.
IBM Lotus® Connections social
software is designed specifically for
business. The software includes five
parts: profiles, communities, Web logs
(blogs), Dogear (social bookmarks)
and activities. Lotus Connections can
help drive productivity and innovation by providing a forum for building
dynamic networks of coworkers,
partners and customers to foster
community-based innovation. Best of
all, Lotus Connections works with your
existing e-mail, instant messaging
and portal software.

Profiles in Lotus Connections software provide a springboard from which users can explore a wealth
of information relevant to a particular job- or project-related focus area.
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Lotus Connections is based on

Blogs

Lotus Connections goes beyond
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you full control over who can access,
create and edit specific blogs. For

Optimize security, costs and control

example, you can limit access to

over your social software environment

certain users inside your firewall, or

Lotus Connections also makes good

you can open up access to partners,
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customers or the general public.

cial and maintenance perspectives.
Because IBM offers a complete and



Why IBM?
For more than 20 years, IBM has
worked closely with organizations
of all sizes to understand their needs
and develop leading-edge and costeffective solutions to address them.
Lotus Connections — which IBM has
used successfully in-house since
2005 — continues IBM’s leadership in
extending the business advantages
of online collaboration. If you’re ready
to open up a new world of innovation
possibilities by tapping employee,
partner and customer knowledge and
insights — contact IBM today.
For more information
To learn more about IBM Lotus
Connections and the value it can
bring to your business, contact your
IBM sales representative or visit:
ibm.com/lotus/connections
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